Directions: Answer each of the following questions in complete sentences. This information will appear on future quizzes and tests about *Brave New World*.

**Chapter Eleven**
1. What happens to the Director of Hatcheries and Conditioning (Tomakin) after John calls him “my father”?

2. How does Dr. Shaw justify keeping Linda on a soma “holiday” even though it will shorten her life?

3. Why is Bernard suddenly so popular (is it about him or about something else)?

4. Why isn’t anyone interesting in seeing Linda?

5. The Savage (John) tours a factory, filled with various groups of identical people doing identical tasks. His comment is, “O brave new world, that has such people in it!” Does he approve or disapprove of what he sees? How can you tell?

**Chapter Twelve**
6. What is *propaganda*? (Use Learner’s Dictionary to define it.)

7. What are some examples of propaganda used by the World State?